Prompt 6.16 - US Native American Policy
Warm-up: Why do some people choose to hurt others?
Predict: Describe what you think happened in the maps below. How do you think it occured? Why do you think that?
What...

How...

Why...

Answer:

Directions:

First in pairs, then as groups, complete the following.

1) Before reading, answer the Pre Reading Questions i n pairs.
2) Individually, Read the text and answer the Post Reading Questions.
3) As a group of four, Share what you wrote down
4) Then, as a group, agree to highlight 2 sentences that are worth sharing.
Jigsaw:

Share with other groups what you learned.

1) Individually, answer the Pre Reading Questions before rotating.
2) For each rotation, Share your post reading questions and highlights.
3) After, individually, answer the next Pre Reading Question
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Divide & Conquer: To cause an enemy to first attack itself before launching an attack.
Pre Reading: Why do you think Native Americans fought each other?

My people have never first drawn a bow or fired a gun against the
whites. There has been trouble between us but it was not begun by us.
The blue dressed soldiers (US soldiers), and the Utes (Ute tribe),
came from out of the night and, for campfires, lit our lodges. They
killed my warriors [and] cut short their hair (scalped).
-Chief Ten Bears (Comanche)

Post Reading: Give an example of division and why it was used.

Post Reading: What was surprising to you in this reading?

Dividing Native American tribes by finding ways to pit them
against each other has been done since the early days of colonization.
The United States continued this policy to first weaken tribes before
forcing them out of their land. Andrew Jackson’s involvement in the
Creek War was one example of this policy.
The Creek were a group of tribes in Alabama that were mainly
divided into Upper and Lower Creek. The Red Sticks were an Upper
Creek tribe which supported attacking Americans in an effort to regain
their lost lands. The Lower Creek tribes had already made deals with
Americans to leave their lands, had mixed-race families with
Americans, and did not support attacking Americans.
Anger between the Lower Creek and The Red Sticks eventually
resulted in the Creek War of 1813. The US military, under General
Andrew Jackson, saw an opportunity to remove all the Creek from
Alabama at once. Jackson allied with the Lower Creek and encouraged
frequent attacks with The Red Sticks.
Eventually, with help from the US military, the Lower Creek won
the war. However, Jackson forced all Creek, including his Lower Creek
allies, to sign a treaty which forced them out of their land. The Creek
were forced to give up 1.9 million acres in land and eventually would
be forced to walk The Trail of Tears to Oklahoma under Jackson’s
Indian Removal Act.
Native American division had worked and US presidents would
continue to exploit Native American rivalries to steal native land.
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Reservation: Often useless land, reserved for Native Americans to forcibly move to.
Pre Reading: What do you think is happening in the picture?

I was born upon the prairie where the wind blew free, and there was
nothing to break the light of sun. I want to die there, not within walls.
-Chief Ten Bears (Comanche)
[We] were given rations (food) again which made many sick and
killed some. It was bitter cold.
-Betty Shorthair (Navajo Medicine Woman)

Post Reading: Describe the challenges faced on reservations.

Post Reading: What was surprising to you in this reading?

As American settlers moved into native land, they began to
demand the government to do something about the “Indian Problem.”
As a result, The United States violently removed Native Americans
from their lands and put them on Reservations.
Reservations were like prisons with military forts surrounding
them. The land was barren, with little ability to grow food. As a result,
tribes were forced to depend on the United States to pay for food.
However, there was no oversight (supervision) to make sure that
government food actually ended up on reservations. Frequently,
companies in charge of delivering food made profit selling to others
rather than delivering it to the reservations. As a result, many Native
Americans often received spoiled food or no food at all.
Native Americans lived on American soil but could not be
American citizens. The government saw them as “independent
nations” within The United States, so they could not vote. However,
they had very little say on what their nation could do. At the end of the
day, they had to comply with any decision made by The United States.
Disease, starvation, and depression ran rampant on reservations.
As a result, many died or turned to alcoholism. However, some tribes
decided to make the best of the situation and found ways to survive. As
states began to outlaw gambling in the west, tribes created casinos as a
way to make money so that they could help their people.
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Indoctrination: The forceful removal of a people’s culture to replace it with a new culture.
Pre Reading: What do you think the quote on the right means?

"KILL THE INDIAN, & SAVE THE MAN"
- Captain Richard Henry Pratt (School Superintendent)

Post Reading: Describe how schools were used to change children.

Post Reading: What was surprising to you in this reading?

Anglo Americans not only wanted to physically remove Native
Americans from their land, but they also wanted to remove Native
American culture from the country. As a result, The United States
legally required Native American children to attend specialized
boarding schools away from their families.
Although many of these educators thought they were helping
Native American children, the goal was the removal of their culture.
Boarding schools began by making strict rules to prevent any
display of Native American life. Braids worn by boys were forcefully
cut off. Children were required to wear standard uniforms instead of
their normal clothes. Children were forced to use “white” names
instead of their traditional names. Only Anglo American food was
served while all native food was forbidden. Even speaking native
languages was against the rules at all times. If any of these rules were
broken, corporal punishment (violence) was used as discipline.
Converting to Christianity was also important to the school.
Children were required to attend church and pray to a God they had
never heard of. Nuns kept boys and girls apart, in some cases
endangering their lives. Girls would be locked in their rooms at night
— unable to escape in the event of a fire.
Perhaps most offensively of all, the history which was taught was
full of American bias. Columbus Day was celebrated as the beginning
of civilization in the western hemisphere while ignoring all the evils
that came with this civilization. On Memorial Day, some students even
had to decorate the graves of soldiers who had been sent to kill their
fathers and force them on reservation.
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Genocide: The mass killing of a specific group of people.
Pre Reading: What does it mean to be civilized? Is the US civilized?

I heard Chivington give no orders in regard to prisoners. I tried to
take none myself, but killed all I could. I earnestly believe the Indian
to be an obstacle to civilization and should be exterminated.
-Major Jacob Downing (US soldier)
The massacre lasted eight hours. I tell you Ned, it was hard to see
little children on their knees have their brains beat out by men
professing to be civilized. Some tried to escape on the Prairie, but
most of them were run down by [our] horsemen. One woman was cut
open and [her] child taken out of her, and scalped.
-Captain Silas Soule (US soldier)

Post Reading: What did tribes who rejected the reservations face?

Post Reading: What was surprising to you in this reading?

As Americans flooded out west, tribes increasingly began to resist
to defend their land. Tribes like the Sioux, Cheyenne, Arapho, Piute,
and Comanche launched attacks on railroads and settlers. After the
Civil War, The United States military turned its full attention out west.
Famous union generals, Sheridan and Sherman, were ordered by
President Grant to forcibly send all tribes to reservation once and for
all. Sherman ordered that those who resisted should be met with the
utmost violence. Countless massacres ensued. Soldiers, often fueled by
racism, slaughtered entire villages of people. States enacted bounty
policies which paid bounty hunters for each scalp they delivered.
When that didn’t seem to work fast enough, General Sheridan
ordered a scorched earth policy, the extermination of the Native
American food supply. Americans were encouraged to board trains and
kill as many bison as possible for sport. So many bison were killed that
the population dropped to a little over 200 in the entire nation. As a
result, tribes began to starve and were finally forced onto reservation
to get food. As thousands starved to death, the “Indian Wars” ended.
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Connect: In one sentence, describe how each image impacted Native Americans. Then write down one “quote” from the text (secondary or
primary) that resonated with you to support what you wrote.

Cooldown: Was the horrific treatment of Native Americans inevitable or purely a result of the presidents in power? What should have been the
US policy towards Native Americans?

Prompt 6.14

US Native American Policy

Warm - Up

Why do some people
choose to hurt others?

Predict
What happened in this map?

The US attempted
to remove Native
Americans from the
country by using
four tragic policies:
1)
2)
3)
4)

Divide & Conquer
Reservations
Indoctrination
Genocide

Pre Reading

Share
Discuss the pre-reading questions in your group

Share!
1) Brieﬂy explain what you learned
2) Share the pre reading questions
3) Share the post reading questions
4) Share the 3 things that you highlighted.
5) Then switch!

Divide & Conquer
The policy of
controlling people by
turning them against
each other

Divide & Conquer
The Americans started the
conﬂict
US soldiers used to dress in
blue
The Utes fought alongside
the US. The US promised to
get rid of their rivals.
Jackson betrayed his Creek
allies

Reservation
Land set aside to
imprison Native
Americans

Reservation
It was cold and Navajo starved to
death.
The rations made many Navajo sick.
Disease, alcoholism, and poverty
existed in reservations. Natives were
cheated out of good land and,
instead, given poor land.
The Comanche were used to
roaming free as a semi-nomadic
tribe. They were then forced to live
in conﬁned reservations.

Indoctrination
The process of
forcefully replacing
one’s culture.

Indoctrination
Americans wanted to kill Native
American culture.
They changed the native culture by
changing children. Braids were cut oﬀ,
kids had to wear uniforms, kids had to
adopt white names, only American
food was served, white habits were
forced, Native languages were
punished, Christianity was forced,
genders were kept apart, and biased
history was taught.

Genocide
The Mass killing of a
speciﬁc group of
people.

Genocide
They oﬀered a bounty for
dead Indians.
Natives were scalped or
dismembered for bounty
money. 100,000 were killed
in just 2 years.
Some American soldiers
thought Indians were an
“obstacle to civilization”

Connect: In one sentence, describe how each image impacted Native
Americans. Then write down one quote from the text for each.

Cooldown
Was the horriﬁc treatment of Native Americans inevitable or
purely a result of the presidents in power?
What should The United States policy towards Native
Americans had been?

